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Annals
A classic anthology for GCSE. The eight thematic sections of poetry include works by Catullus, Horace,
Lucretius, martial, Ovid, Petronius, Seneca and Virgil. The eight sections of adapted prose include
sections from Apuleius, Caesar, Cicero, Pliny, Sallust, Tacitus, and the Acts of the Apostles in the
Vulgate. Glosses and other explanations are provided opposite each of the texts, and the writing is
illustrated throughout by paintings and photographs of artifacts in the Roman world. For the student,
there is a complete vocabulary at the end of the book. For the teacher, there is an accompanying
handbook giving additional suggestions for discussions in the classroom.

Annales
"In The History of Make-Believe, Holly Haynes acutely queries the relationship of historiography,
historical reality, and symbolic representations of lived historical processes. This is a serious book,
informed by wide reading, and full of startlingly original insights on some of the most prominent and
significant themes in Tacitus’s works. Indeed, it deserves close attention by anyone interested in the
political and social strategies of high Imperial Rome."—T. Corey Brennan, author of The Praetorship in
the Roman Republic "In Tacitus the historical truth is conveyed in literary truth-telling. Instead of
leaving the two separated as we do, Holly Haynes shows that Tacitus put them together in what she calls
the combination ‘make-believe.’ Her book shines with originality and intelligence while opening the
way to Tacitus’s canny wisdom."—Harvey Mansfield, author of Machiavelli's Virtue

Calendar
Vols. 1-26 include a supplement: The University pulpit, vols. [1]-26, no. 1-661, which has separate
pagination but is indexed in the main vol.

Tacitus, Annals, 15.20–23, 33–45
In AD68 Nero's suicide marked the end of the first dynasty of imperial Rome. The following year was
one of drama and danger, though not of chaos. In the surviving books of his Histories the barristerhistorian Tacitus, writing some thirty years after the events he describes, gives us a detailed account
based on excellent authorities. In the 'long but single year' of revolution four emperors emerge in
succession: Galba, Otho, Vitellius and Vespasian - who established the Flavian dynasty. Rhiannon Ash
stays true to the spirit of Wellesley's prose whilst making the translation more accessible to modern
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readers.

The Annals of Tacitus: Book 3
A chronological guide to influential Greek and Roman writers, Fifty Key Classical Authors is an
invaluable introduction to the literature, philosophy and history of the ancient world. Including essays on
Sappho, Polybius and Lucan, as well as on major figures such as Homer, Plato, Catullus and Cicero, this
book is a vital tool for all students of classical civilization.

Tacitus
Ancient Roman senator and historian Publius Cornelius Tacitus is known throughout Western history as
one of the greatest historical writers of the Silver Age of Latin literature. He lived during the first
century AD and was the son of a wealthy aristocratic family. Not much is known about his personal life;
however, it is clear that both Tacitus and Pliny the Elder were acquaintances and even possibly
childhood friends, though there is no substantial evidence to support this. Tacitus studied rhetoric in
order to create a career in law and politics. He steadily rose throughout the ranks due to his strong
speaking style and oration skills. However, his language skills did not stop with verbal speeches. He was
also an accomplished writer who focused on the history of the Roman Empire. He created five works,
"The Annals," "The Histories," "The Agricola," "The Germania," and "A Dialogue on Oratory." His
works delve deep into the facts as he knew them, rarely ever embellishing history to create a story. He
also stayed true to chronological order and laid history out in visible steps. It is also notable that Tacitus
knew that his fellow politicians were corrupt; he believed that they gave up their strong voice in order to
please a usually corrupt emperor. These five great works are brought together in this collection of "The
Complete Works of Tacitus."

Annals
Offers a selection of writings from the Roman orator and statesman.

Claudius Caesar
Ammianus and the Historia Augusta
The Great Fire of Rome
Cornelius Nepos, Life of Hannibal
Suetonius' biography is a rich offering of both solid fact and the prejudicial anecdotes that his
contemporaries and the generation that followed thought worth repeating, raw material for exploring the
man and his reign. This commentary provides context for the text's abundant information, but form is
not neglected, and attention is given to Suetonius' intelligent and conscious marshalling of his material,
and guidance offered to students reading the biographer's often densely compressed style.

The Complete Works of Tacitus
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Trebia. Trasimene. Cannae. With three stunning victories, Hannibal humbled Rome and nearly shattered
its empire. Even today Hannibal's brilliant, if ultimately unsuccessful, campaign against Rome during
the Second Punic War (218-202 BC) make him one of history's most celebrated military leaders. This
biography by Cornelius Nepos (c. 100-27 BC) sketches Hannibal's life from the time he began traveling
with his father's army as a young boy, through his sixteen-year invasion of Italy and his tumultuous
political career in Carthage, to his perilous exile and eventual suicide in the East. As Rome completed its
bloody transition from dysfunctional republic to stable monarchy, Nepos labored to complete an
innovative and influential collection of concise biographies. Putting aside the detailed, chronological
accounts of military campaigns and political machinations that characterized most writing about history,
Nepos surveyed Roman and Greek history for distinguished men who excelled in a range of prestigious
occupations. In the exploits and achievements of these illustrious men, Nepos hoped that his readers
would find models for the honorable conduct of their own lives. Although most of Nepos' works have
been lost, we are fortunate to have his biography of Hannibal. Nepos offers a surprisingly balanced
portrayal of a man that most Roman authors vilified as the most monstrous foe that Rome had ever
faced. Nepos' straightforward style and his preference for common vocabulary make Life of Hannibal
accessible for those who are just beginning to read continuous Latin prose, while the historical interest
of the subject make it compelling for readers of every ability.

Selected Works
Ovid, Amores (Book 1)
The Cambridge Companion to the Age of Nero
Readers interested in ancient (and modern) Rome, urban life, and civic disasters, among other things,
will be fascinated by this book.

Tacitus, Annals IV: A Selection
"The Histories" is a Roman historical chronicle and it covers the Year of Four Emperors following the
downfall of Nero in 68 AD, a year in the history of the Roman Empire in which four emperors ruled in
succession: Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian. The mode of their accession showed that because
imperial power was based on the support of the legions, an emperor could now be chosen not only at
Rome, but anywhere in the empire where sufficient legions were amassed. The style of narration is
rapid, reflecting the speed of the events. The narrative rhythm leaves no space to slow down or digress.
To write effectively in this style, Tacitus had to summarize substantial information from his sources.
"The Annals" is a history of the Roman Empire from the death of Augustus to that of Nero, the years
AD 14–68, covering the reigns of Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and Nero. As a senator, Tacitus had
access to Acta Senatus, the Roman senate's records, thus providing a solid basis for his work. Along
with The Histories, The Annals provide a key source for modern understanding of the history of the
Roman Empire during the 1st century AD.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans
This book seeks to achieve a better understanding of Jesus and of the birth of Christianity by placing
them in the context of twenty-some living World Saviors and Messiahs who apeared in the first centuryand-a-half of the Roman Empire (here defined as the Soterial Age or the Age of Saviors).
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Ennius' Annals
Brings together historical and literary perspectives to begin charting a new course for research on
Ennius' masterpiece.

Annals
Described as the "best that Tacitus ever wrote", the fourth book of his Annals covers the years AD
23-28, when Tacitus noted deterioration in the principate of the emperor Tiberius and the increasingly
malign influence of his "evil genius" Sejanus.

Oxford Readings in Tacitus
Christmas Summary ClassicsThis series contains summary of Classic books such as Emma, Arne,
Arabian Nights, Pride and prejudice, Tower of London, Wealth of Nations etc. Each book is specially
crafted after reading complete book in less than 30 pages. One who wants to get joy of book reading
especially in very less time can go for it. About The BookPublius Cornelius Tacitus was born perhaps at
Rome, shortly before the accession of the Emperor Nero in 54 A.D. He married the daughter of
Agricola, famous in the history of Britain, and died probably about the time of Hadrian's accession to the
empire, 117 A.D. He attained distinction as a pleader at the bar, and in public life; but his fame rests on
his historical works. A man of strong prepossessions and prejudices, he allowed them to colour his
narratives, and particularly his portraits; but he cannot be charged with dishonesty. The portraits
themselves are singularly powerful; his narrative is picturesque, vivid, dramatic; but the condensed
character of his style and the pregnancy of his phrases make his work occasionally obscure, and
particularly difficult to render in translation. His "Germania" is a most valuable record of the early
institutions of the Teutonic peoples. His "Histories" of the empire from Galba to Domitian are valuable
as dealing with events of which he was an eye-witness. His "Annals," covering practically the reigns
from Tiberius to Nero, open only some forty years before his own birth. Of the original sixteen books,
four are lost, and four are incomplete. The following epitome has been specially prepared from the Latin
text.For more eBooks visit www.kartindo.com

The Cambridge Companion to Tacitus
Previously published as volume 3 of the author's Lingua Latina per se Illustrata.

Colloquia Personarum
This collection is designed to reflect the main trends in scholarship on the Roman historian of the early
empire, Tacitus, particularly as they have developed over the last century. Covering the whole of
Tacitus' works, it begins with a comprehensive introduction which sets the selected scholarship and
Roman author in context.

Tacitus and Bracciolini0
Annals of Tacitus
Helps students and instructors read and appreciate this extraordinary piece of historical writing about
Nero's infamous reign as emperor.
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The Histories
Book 4 of Tacitus' Annals, described by Sir Ronald Syme as 'the best that Tacitus ever wrote', covers the
years AD 23–28, the pivotal period in the principate of the emperor Tiberius. Under the malign
influence of Sejanus, the henchman who duped him and was loaded with honours, Tiberius withdrew to
the island of Capri and was never again seen in Rome, where the treason trials engendered an
atmosphere of terror. The volume presents a new text of Book 4, as well as a full commentary on the
text, covering textual, literary, linguistic and historical matters. The introduction discusses the
relationship between Tacitus and Sallust. The volume completes the sequence which began with
commentary on Books 1 and 2 of the Annals by F. R. D. Goodyear (1972, 1981) and was continued by
commentary on Book 3 by A. J. Woodman and R. H. Martin (1996) and on Books 5-6 by A. J.
Woodman (2016).

Ten Studies in Tacitus
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the founders
of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of faith in overcoming mankind's
innate sinfulness and in obtaining redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell

Fifty Key Classical Authors
Covers the period AD 20-22 and contains some of Tacitus' best known and important programmatic and
reflective passages.

World Saviors and Messiahs of the Roman Empire, 28 Bce-135 Ce
A study of the reign of Claudius (AD 41-54), exploring what it can tell us about the developing Roman
Empire.

Divus Claudius
The histories of Roman senator Cornelius Tacitus constitute the most influential examination of tyranny,
political behavior and public morality from the classical age. For centuries these portraits of courageous
martyrs to freedom, of paranoid tyrants, and of sycophantic flatteres and informers shaped modern
political attitudes. Ronald Mellor provides a compelling analysis of the ideas of the greatest historian of
evil in the western intellectual tradition. In Tacitus, Ronald Mellor passionately argues for reclaiming
this ironic genius whose cynical world view is particularly well-suited to an analysis of the tyranny and
brutality in our own century. Tacitus is presented as a moralist, psychologist, political analyst and
literary artist. Tacitus' greatest impact has never been on historians. Rather, his political vision and
dramatic images left their mark on painters, poets and thinkers.

Cambridge Latin Anthology
This is the OCR-endorsed publication from Bloomsbury for the Latin AS and A-Level (Group 1)
prescription of Tacitus' Annals IV, sections 1–4 ( non adversus habebatur), 7–12, and 39–41, and the ALevel (Group 2) prescription of sections 52–54, 57–60, 67–71 and 74–75, giving full Latin text,
commentary and vocabulary, with a detailed introduction that also covers the prescribed sections to be
read in English for A Level. It is AD 23 and we are in the ninth year of the reign of Rome's second
emperor, Tiberius. Increasingly he has come to rely on the assistance of the Praetorian Prefect, Lucius
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Aelius Sejanus, in the running of Rome. But Sejanus has ambitions beyond being a mere assistant,
extending even as far as the imperial throne itself. Tacitus vividly portrays the machinations of Sejanus
as he attempts to manoeuvre himself into a position to assume the ultimate authority, characterising the
period as one dominated by villainy, betrayal and deceit. Resources are available on the Companion
Website.

Tacitus: Annals Book XV
The Tabula Lugdunensis
Treats a compelling narrative of two of history's most famous battles, and assists translation and literary
and historical appreciation.

The Histories & The Annals
Tacitus is universally recognised as ancient Rome's greatest writer of history, and his account of the
Roman Empire in the first century AD has been fundamental in shaping the modern perception of Rome
and its emperors. This Companion provides a new, up-to-date and authoritative assessment of his work
and influence which will be invaluable for students and non-specialists as well as of interest to
established scholars in the field. First situating Tacitus within the tradition of Roman historical writing
and his own contemporary society, it goes on to analyse each of his individual works and then discuss
key topics such as his distinctive authorial voice and his views of history and freedom. It ends by tracing
Tacitus' reception, beginning with the transition from manuscript to printed editions, describing his
influence on political thought in early modern Europe, and concluding with his significance in the
twentieth century.

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
The Cambridge Review
Unearthed in 1528 at Lyon, the Tabula Lugdunensis preserves the longest speech of a Roman emperor to
survive in epigraphic form. In AD 48 Claudius addressed the senate to press a petition by elites of northwestern Gaul to hold senatorial rank and office. In support he demonstrated Rome's history of
constitutional innovation, particularly in integrating outsiders, and asserted a commitment to recruiting
worthy provincial senators such as he claims the Gauls to be. The speech offers important evidence for
the history and rhetoric of Roman political integration, unparalleled Etruscan testimony about Regal
Rome, and insight into the Latin language and oratory of the early Principate. Uniquely, the Tabula can
be set beside Tacitus' version of Claudius' speech in Annals 11 to provide a case-study of ancient
historiographical practice. This edition contains a newly-edited text of the Tabula, an English
translation, and a comprehensive introduction and commentary.

The Annals
e emperor Nero is etched into the Western imagination as one of ancient Rome's most infamous villains,
and Tacitus' Annals have played a central role in shaping the mainstream historiographical
understanding of this flamboyant autocrat. This section of the text plunges us straight into the moral
cesspool that Rome had apparently become in the later years of Nero's reign, chronicling the emperor's
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fledgling stage career including his plans for a grand tour of Greece; his participation in a city-wide orgy
climaxing in his publicly consummated 'marriage' to his toy boy Pythagoras; the great fire of AD 64,
during which large parts of central Rome went up in flames; and the rising of Nero's 'grotesque' new
palace, the so-called 'Golden House', from the ashes of the city. This building project stoked the rumours
that the emperor himself was behind the conflagration, and Tacitus goes on to present us with Nero's
gruesome efforts to quell these mutterings by scapegoating and executing members of an unpopular new
cult then starting to spread through the Roman empire: Christianity. All this contrasts starkly with four
chapters focusing on one of Nero's most principled opponents, the Stoic senator Thrasea Paetus, an
audacious figure of moral fibre, who courageously refuses to bend to the forces of imperial corruption
and hypocrisy. This course book offers a portion of the original Latin text, study aids with vocabulary,
and a commentary. Designed to stretch and stimulate readers, Owen's and Gildenhard's incisive
commentary will be of particular interest to students of Latin at both A2 and undergraduate level. It
extends beyond detailed linguistic analysis and historical background to encourage critical engagement
with Tacitus' prose and discussion of the most recent scholarly thought.

The History of Make-Believe
From Catullus to Horace, the tradition of Latin erotic poetry produced works of literature which are still
read throughout the world. Ovid’s Amores, written in the first century BC, is arguably the best-known
and most popular collection in this tradition. Born in 43 BC, Ovid was educated in Rome in preparation
for a career in public services before finding his calling as a poet. He may have begun writing his
Amores as early as 25 BC. Although influenced by poets such as Catullus, Ovid demonstrates a much
greater awareness of the funny side of love than any of his predecessors. The Amores is a collection of
romantic poems centered on the poet’s own complicated love life: he is involved with a woman,
Corinna, who is sometimes unobtainable, sometimes compliant, and often difficult and domineering.
Whether as a literary trope, or perhaps merely as a human response to the problems of love in the real
world, the principal focus of these poems is the poet himself, and his failures, foolishness, and delusions.
By the time he was in his forties, Ovid was Rome’s most important living poet; his Metamorphoses, a
kaleidoscopic epic poem about love and hatred among the gods and mortals, is one of the most admired
and influential books of all time. In AD 8, Ovid was exiled by Augustus to Romania, for reasons that
remain obscure. He died there in AD 17. The Amores were originally published in five books, but
reissued around 1 AD in their current three-book form. This edition of the first book of the collection
contains the complete Latin text of Book 1, along with commentary, notes and full vocabulary. Both
entertaining and thought-provoking, this book will provide an invaluable aid to students of Latin and
general readers alike. This book contain embedded audio files of the original text read aloud by
Aleksandra Szypowska.

Annals of Tacitus
A lively and accessible guide to the rich literary, philosophical and artistic achievements of the notorious
age of Nero.

The Annals of Tacitus:
The Annals is a gripping account of the Roman emperors Tiberius, Claudius, and Nero and the brutality
that marked their reigns. Tacitus deplores their depravity, proof of the corrupting force of absolute
power. J.C. Yardley's vivid and accurate translation is complemented by a thorough introduction and
notes.
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